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EXTEIMDED BLOCK REPLACEMENT MODELS (*)

by Naoto KAIO (*) and Shunji OSAKI (2)

Abstract. — In this paper we discussan ex tendedblock replacement model in which after a préventive
maintenance a system is notalways as goodas new. We apply, as a criterion of optimality, the expected
total discounted costfor an infinité time span, and obtain the optimum interval between préventive
maintenances minimizing that expected cost. We apply principle of optimality for analysis. Wefirst
discuss the model with onefailure mode, and then the model with severalfailure modes as the extension
ofthefirsi one.
Keywords: Block replacement, principle of optimality, minimal repair, optimization.
Résumé. — Nous discutons dans cet article une extension du modèle de remplacement par blocs dans
laquelle le système, après une maintenance préventive\ n'est pas toujours aussi bon que s'il était neuf. Le
critère d'optimalité est l'espérance du coût total actualisé pour un intervalle de temps infini. Nous
obtenons l'intervalle de temps entre maintenances préventives qui minimise le critère précédent. Nous
appliquons le principe d'optimalité pour l'analyse. Nous discutons d'abord le modèle à une défaillance,
puis le modèle à plusieurs défaillances comme extension du premier.

1. INTRODUCTION

Block replacement models and their modifications have been discussed by
many authors. In a block replacement model, a one-unit system is considered
and the unit is replaced at failure and exchanged at a prespecified time,
respectively (e. g., see Barlow and Hunter [1], Barlow and Proschan [2, 3] and
Berg and Epstein [5,6]). Since the âge of the System does not need to be recorded
in the block replacement model, the block replacement model is, in gênerai,
easier to apply to the practical situations than an âge replacement model, in
which a one-unit system is considered and the unit is replaced at failure or
exchanged at a prespecified âge, whichever occurs first (e. g., see Barlow and
Proschan [2, 3] and Kaio and Osaki [7]). However, the block replacement model
is more wasteful than the âge one, since the unit may be exchanged soon after a
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replacement in the block one. Modifications of the block replacement model
have been proposed to overcome its fault.
Barlow and Hunter [IJ consider the block replacement model, in which the
System is maintened preventively and periodically and the failed System before a
préventive maintenance undergoes a minimal repair, by which the system failure
rate is undisturbed. After a préventive maintenance the system is assummed to
become as good as new. However, in practice, that assumption is too strong and
after a préventive maintenance the system is not always as good as new. That is,
after a préventive maintenance the failure rate is smaller than, or equal to, or
greater than one before a préventive maintenance. Thus, we extend the above
model by Barlow and Hunter [1] to the block replacement model in which after a
préventive maintenance the system is not always as good as new.
We apply, as a criterion of optimality, the expected total discounted cost for an
infinité time span, especially with an exponential type discount rate, and obtain
the optimum interval between préventive maintenances minimizing that
expected cost. We apply principle of optimality for analysis. We first discuss the
rnodel with one failure mode, and then the mode! with several failure modes as
the extension of the first one.-

2. EXTENDED BLOCK REPLACEMENT MODEL WITH ONE FAILURE MODE

We discuss the block replacement model, in which after a préventive
maintenance the system is not always as good as new. It is shown that there exists
a fini te and unique optimum policy under certain conditions, and also the
relationship between the resuit of this section and the resuit obtained in the
earlier contribution is discussed.
Notation
\|/(-|x),

r(t | x),
G e (x),
ca(x),
cmi

any conditional function \|/ on the condition that a préventive
maintenance is done by a unit aged x, where âge x is a random
variable;
conditional failure rate for a unit when the unit has been operating
during time interval / after a préventive maintenance;
cumulative distribution function (cdf) of âge x of a unit for a
préventive maintenance at acquisition time point;
cost suffered for each acquisition of a unit aged x;
cost suffered for each minimal repair;
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cs,

k9i
*)/,
a,
o(h\
T,
7*,
CU(T; t),

Cd(T; t),
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cost suffered for the exchanged unit, which is still able to operate, at
each préventive maintenance, l e,, suffered for carmibalization of a
unit;
cost per unit time suffered for operating of a unit;
1 — \J/; \|/ is any function;
continuous (exponential) type discount rate; ot>Ö; a unit of cost is
discounted exp(-ot 0 after a time interval t;
"function ƒ (.) is said to be o{h) if limf(h)/h**Q" (see Ross [9],
p. 117);
interval between préventive maintenances;
optimum interval between préventive maintenances minimizing the
expected total discounted cost for an infmite time span;
minimum expected total discounted cost for an infmite time span
when a unit has been operating during time interval t after a
préventive maintenance and has not failed; O ^ t ^ T ;
minimum expected total discounted cost for an infmite time span
when a minimal repair has started, of a unit that has been operating
during time interval t after a préventive maintenance and has failed;

Model and assuniptions
1. Consider a one-unit System, where the unit is maintained preventively and
periodically at a prespecified time k T(k~0, 1,2, . . , ) , and the unit is always
made minimal repair when it fails.
2. The planning horizon is infmite.
3. System failure is revealed instanteneously.
4. The préventive maintenance and the minimal repair are made
instantaneously.
5. The value of a unit is the highest at the acquisition time point, i.eM
6. An interval between préventive maintenances is one cycle.
Analysis and theorems
Principle of optimality (see Bellman and Dreyfus [4], p. 15) is applied in the
following discussion.
vol. 18» n° 1, février 1984
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Minimum expected total discounted cost Cd(T; t) is obtained as follows:

Cé(T; t)= \~[cm+C9Çr; t\x)]dGe(x)^cm+Cu(T;

t).

(1)

Minimum expected total discounted cost CU(T; t) is obtained as follows: We
have the foliowing functional équation for 0 ^ t^ T;
- ,_ ,

. {L{t)

C.dïO-aunj y ( 0

for 0 < r < 7 ;
for T _-

(2)

where :
£(0|

rfGe(x),

(3)

and :
4(0= f "[c. + c.W + C.Cr; 0|x)]rfG.(x).
Jo

(4)

Thus, for 0 ^ t^ T we have that:

+ f ^tfeo + ^ K f l x ) ^ ^ * ) / * ] ^ ^ ) * . (5)
Jo

Thus,fromCy(r; 0 =

» f" P
| }

(6)

T; 0)+ f *[c, + ca(x)]dG. (x).
Jo

(7)

for OS t g r. On the other hand, for t—T:
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Thus:
CU(T; T) = CU(T; 0) + P [cs+ca(x)]dGe(x)(8)
Jo
Thus,from CU(T; T) evaluated at t= Tin the formula (6) and the formula (8),
we obtain CU(T; 0); that is:

+ cmr(t\x)}dt\dGe(x)/[l-exp(-aT)].

(9)

When T-+ oo, we have:

CM(oo; O)=ko/a+cm r
Jj

f" exp(-a/)r(f|x)rf/i/G,(x).

(10)

Dififerentiating the expected total discounted cost CU(T; 0) with respect to T,
setting it equal to zero and arranging it, we have qua(T) — Q, where:
f 00

[-

Jo

T
exp(-*t){koo + ccmmr(t\x)}dt\dG
r(t\x)}dt\dG
+ (| exr>(-at){k
€(x)
9(x)
9 9 (11)

and:

=

- a | c s + cö(x) + cm

exp(-aOK^)
| 1 G c ( x ) . (12)

Here, we have the following theorem. The proof is given in Appendix 1.
THEOREM 1: Ifthere exists the optimum interval 7*, which minimizes Cu (T; 0)
in the formula (9), and at present a unit has been operating during time interval
t(0^ t^T*) after a préventive maintenance^ then the optimum policy is one that
the unit is maintainedpreventivel'y at T*.
vol. 18, n° 1, février 1984
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Thus, we discuss the optimum interval T* which minimizes CU(T; 0) in the
fonnula (9). We have the following theorem on the sufficient condition for the
existence of the optimum interval 7*. The proof is given in Appendix 2.
2; There exists at least an optimum interval 7 1 *(0<T*goo)
minimizing CU(T\ 0), andfurthermore *ƒ # ua (oo)>0, then there exists at least a
Jinite r*(0<7*<oo).
The above theorem shows that there is at least an optimum interval r* s which
is not necessarily unique, under a certain condition. Next, we have the folldwing
main theorem supposing the monotone property of failure rate, LeM a strictly
increasing or decreasing property. The proof is given in Appendix 3.
THEOREM

THEOREM 3: (1) ïf thefailure rate r(T\ x) is strictly increasing with respect ta T
and #wa(öG)>0, then there exists a jinite and unique optimum interval
T*(Q<T*<co) satisfying qu&(T)~Q and the corresponding expected total
discounted cast is:

f

(13)

J
(2) ïf the failure rate r{T\x) is strictly increasing with respect to T and
#Ma(oo)^Ö, or if the failure rate r(T\ x) is decreasing with respect to 7\ then the
op timum in terval is T* —• oo > i. e*> a preven tive main tenance is no t made at all but a
minimal repair is only made, The corresponding expected total discounted cost is
given in the formula (10).
In this section, we have discussed the block replacement model in
which after a préventive maintenance the system is not always as good as new
with one failure mode, and have obtained three theorems on the optimum policy
which minimizes the expected total discounted cost for an infinité time span. It
has been shown that there exists a fmite and unique optimum interval under
certain conditions.
REMARKS:

In particular, if Ge(x)^u(x-s),
where u(-)
r(t\x)~Br(t+x), cs = 0, and ko~Q, then we have:

J

is

a

* r(t)dt]/T,

unit

function,

(14)

and this is equal to the expected cost per unit time in the steady-state for the
block replacement model (periodic replacement model with minimal repair)
discussed by Nakagawa [8],
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3. CASE WITH SEVERAL FAILURE MODES

In this section, we extend the model in the preceding section to the model with
several failure modes and use some non-linear costs.
Notation
Subscript / index, which dénotes failure mode i(i~ 1, 2, . . . , « ) .
rt(t\x),
conditional failure rate for failure mode i when a unit has been
operating during time interval t after a préventive maintenance;
ah
weight factor for failure mode i; at^0;

n

vr(t\x)9

X atcmirt(t\x);

cmi,
cs{t | x),

cost suffered for each minimal repair for failure mode i\
conditional salvage cost when a unit has been operating during time
interval t after a préventive maintenance and has not failed;
conditional operational cost when a unit has been operating during
time interval t after a préventive maintenance and has not failed;

k0 (t | x),
CFU{T\

t),

minimum expected total discounted cost for an infinité time span
when a unit has been operating during time interval t after a
préventive maintenance and has not failed; 0 ^ t^ T.

For the others, see Notation in Section 2.
Assumptions
1. The lifetime for each unit obeys an arbitrary mixture distribution with n
failure modes.
2. cs(t \ x) + ca(x) > 0, i. e., the value of a unit is the highest at the acquisition
time point.

3. When dvr(t\x)/dt>0, then dc8(t\x)/dt£Q :
d2cs(t\x)/dt2^0

and

<B

When:

dvr(t\x)/dtS0
2

2

d cs(t\x)/dt ^0

then dcs
and

d

For the others, See Model and assumptions in Section 2.
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Analysis and theorem

We obtain the foilowing quantities in a similar fashion of the analysis in
Section 2:

CFu(T; t) = txp(*t)[cFu(T; 0 ) - f J P exp ( - O T ) { * 0 ( T | X )
+ vr(x\x)}]dzdGe(x),

(15)

/[l-exp(-aT)],

(16)

where:

-h t
0

and:

f

Jojo
j
Furthermore:

o

{ |

+dcs{T\ x)/dT+ko(T\ x) + vr(T\x)] dGe(x)

-o f

+ f'

p ( ) {

o

( \ )

r

\ } G

e

( x ) ,

(18)

and:

f

-a|c s (oo|x) + ca(x)+

exp(-a/){A:o('k

+vr(t\x)}dt\+ lim dcs(T\x)/dT+k0(oo\x)
G e (x). (19)
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Thus, theorems corresponding to Theorems 1-3 are obtained in similar
fashions of their proofs. For exemple, the corresponding theorem to Theorem 3
is presented as follows:
THEOREM 4: (1) If vr(T\x) is strictly increasing with respect to T and
#F«a(oo) > 0, then there exists afinite andunique optimum interval T* (0< r* < oo)
satisfying qFuOi(T) = Q and the corresponding expected total discounted cost is:

x), (20)
where dcs(T\x)/dT\f2ï*

implies dcs(T\x)/dT evaluated at T=T*.

(2) Ifvr(T\x) is strictly increasing with respect to T and # fua (oo)^0, or if
vr{T\x) is deer easing with respect to T9 then the optimum interval is T* -> oo,/. e.,
a préventive maintenance is notmade at all but a minimal repair is only made. The
corresponding expected total discounted cost is given in the formula (17).
REMARKS: We have discussed the block replacement model with severalfailure
modes, a non-linear salvage cost, and a non-linear operational cost. This model
is an extension of the model in Section 2.
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have treated the block replacement model with minimal
repair. In Section 2, we have discussed the block replacement model with one
failure mode, in which after a préventive maintenance the system is not always as
good as new. In Section 3, we have extended the model in Section 2 to the model
with several failure modes, a non-linear salvage cost, and a non-linear
operational cost.
As a criterion, we have applied the expected total discounted cost for an
infinité time span, especially with a continuous type discount rate, and obtained
the optimum interval between préventive maintenances minimizing that
expected cost. It has been shown that there exists a finite and unique optimum
interval under certain conditions. We have applied principle of optimality to
analyze these models.
APPENDIX
1. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1

If there exists the optimum interval T* minimizing CU(T; 0) and at present the
unit has been operating during time interval / ( O ^ ^ T * ) after a préventive
vol. 18, n° 1, février 1984
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maintenance, then T* minimizes CU(T; t) in the formula (6) for any t (0 ^ t g T*)
from substituting CU(T; 0) into CU(T; t).
Q.E.D.

2. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2

Differentiating log CU{T; 0) with respect to T, we have:
[d\oëCu(T;Q)]/[dt]

(-0LT)/\\

|exp(-ot7)(cs + cfl(x))+f

exp(-at)(k0

r(T\x)]dGe(x)

-a

exp(-ar){c s + ca(x)}+

exp(-aï){^o
|}LGe(x)|

(A.l)

For small T:
[d\ogCu(T;0)]/[dt]

-aT)/\\

X

jexp(-ar)(c s + ca(x))+ f

a(x)}dGe(x)~]<0,

(A.2)

which implies that there exists at least an optimum interval
minimizing CU(T; 0). Furthermore, for large T:
[dlogCu(T;0)]/[dT\
\
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\dGe(x) , (A.3)

which implies that if qua(oo) >0, then there exists at least afinite 7* (0 < T* < oo).
Q.E.D.

3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 3

We have:
q'UJX(T) = [l-exp(-*T)]cm["(dr(T\x)/dt)dGe(xl

(A.4)

J o
First, we assume the case that the failure rate is strictly increasing. Thus, we
have that qfua(T)>0, i, e., qu<x(T) is strictly increasing.
If #UQt(oo)>0, then there exists a finite and unique T* (0<r*<oo) which
minimizes CU(T\ 0) as a finite and unique solution to ^ ua (7) = 0) since
#«a(0) <0, qua(T) is strictly increasing and continuous. Substituting the relation
of qUOL(T*) = 0 into CU(T*\ 0) in the formula (9) yields the formula (13).
If tfua(oo)^0, then for any non-negative T, C'U(T; 0)^0 and thus Cu(T; 0) is a
strictly decreasing function. Thus, T* -> oo.
Secondly, we assume the case that the failure rate is decreasing. Thus, we have
that qfU0l(T)<,0y i. e., qua(T) is decreasing, Since ^„ a (0)<0, for any non-negative
T, C^(r;0)<0 and thus CU(T; 0) is a strictly decreasing function. Thus,
T* ->oo.
Q.E.D.
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